Abstract-In this letter, we propose a QoE-aware video adaptation and resource allocation approach for power-efficient streaming over downlink OFDMA systems. Our adaptation scheme selectively drops packets from a video stream to produce a lower bit-rate version under QoE and delay constraints. This results in a reduction of the load and an increase of the video capacity of the wireless network. Our resource allocation target is to minimize the transmit power by considering the delay requirements of each stream identified in the video adaptation phase. Experimental results have shown significant performance enhancement of the proposed system in terms of end-to-end delay and power efficiency while satisfying QoE requirements.
Power-Efficient QoE-Aware Video Adaptation and Resource Allocation for Delay-Constrained Streaming Over Downlink OFDMA bit-rate versions of a video, as shown in Fig. 1 , we enhance our RAN with a queuing-based video adaptation/ resource allocation (RA) module. A delay-constrained scalable video coding (SVC)-specific active queue management technique which transrates a stream to a lower bit-rate and leads to a powerefficient RA has not been investigated and hence is the focus of this letter. It drops packets that have minimal negative impact on the user's QoE to satisfy a certain level of QoE for a user. This in turn reduces network load and delay, and increases the capacity to serve more concurrent streams.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We focus on the downlink of LTE networks and consider a single-cell multi-user scenario as shown in Fig. 1 . The system consists of K mobile users (video streams) indexed by the set K {1, . . . , k, . . . , K }, sharing L resource blocks (RBs) indexed by L {1, . . . , l, . . . , L} in an OFDMA cell. The channel is assumed to be frequency-selective Rayleigh fading, with flat fading within each RB. Each H.264/SVC stream has a number of temporal layers and quality layers. We index temporal and quality layers of stream k by T {0, . . . , t, . . . , T k − 1} and R {0, . . . , r, . . . , R k − 1}, respectively.
We deploy a statistical queuing model to express the delay limitation of a stream with an equivalent cross-layer constraint. Therefore, as in [6] , we assume that packets arrive to each user k's buffer q k based on a Poisson arrival process. Within q k , the system places packets from the r th quality layer of temporal layer t of sequence k into virtual queue (VQ) q k t,r , which follows the dynamics of M/G/1 queues [7] . The arrival rates in M/G/1 are Poisson processes, which are highly suitable for modeling SVC video traffic [8] . Moreover, the service time can follow any general statistical distribution. This is due to the fading channel, which makes the service process hard to model [6] . As shown in Fig. 1 Dropping packets from the VQs decreases the queuing delay and congestion in the network. It also increases the network capacity (the number of concurrent video requests that can be served). However, packet loss causes a certain reduction in the user QoE of a video depending on the importance of the video layer containing the dropped packet. This is estimated using the QoE metric proposed in Section II-A. Thus, we drop packets from different layers of a stream and produce a lower bit-rate stream that satisfies the user's QoE requirements.
We formulate the video adaptation problem as minimization of the queuing delay of user streams by means of dropping packets under QoE provisioning. The power-efficient RA OFDMA module then uses the calculated optimal queuing delay (which takes the QoE requirements and decoding deadline of the videos into account) as a constraint that specifies the maximum delay tolerance for the videos. The OFDMA module transforms this delay constraint into a cross-layer constraint for OFDMA systems using the method proposed in Section II-C and finds the optimal RB and transmit power allocation policies P * and x * , respectively to satisfy this constraint,
In the following sections, we explain the proposed QoE metric model. It provides a relationship between packet loss ratio and reduction in QoE. We then formulate a relationship between the loss ratio at a queue and queuing delay. This leads to a relationship between user QoE and packet loss ratio. Next, we transform the queuing delay requirements into a cross-layer constraint by formulating a relationship between the average data rate of a stream and its delay threshold. Lastly, we formulate the video adaptation and RA problems.
A. QoE Metric Model
We use the multi-scale structural similarity (MS-SSIM) index [9] , which provides a good approximation of userperceived quality. It calculates relative quality scores between a reference video frame and a distorted version. We use the QoSQoE mapping technique proposed in [10] . It interprets packet loss ratio into a system-level QoE measure. We calculate the degradation in QoE caused by data drops at each video layer. Thus, for a given video stream, we perform a Monte Carlo simulation where we drop a fixed percentage (ρ k t,r ) of packets from each temporal/quality layer uniformly at random. We estimate the average QoE achievable E[q(ρ k t,r )] when the packet loss ratio in a temporal/quality layer is ρ k t,r . At each run, the video is decoded and the quality index is measured. For each ρ k t,r value, we perform different instances of the test to find the average quality for 0 ≤ ρ k t,r ≤ 1. Repeating over all temporal/quality layers, we obtain the empirical mapping.
Proposition 1: QoE reduction at stream k is defined as [10] 
where q k max is the quality in the absence of losses for stream k, α k is the fractional quality degradation due to packet loss, and
is the QoE degradation caused by packet loss ratio ρ k t,r in temporal layer t, quality layer r . Proof: The proof directly extends from [10] . In case of TCP-based ABR, we quantify the loss visibility of packets from each video layer over time using the ACK history, as in [10] . After a group of pictures (GoP) is transmitted and its complete ACK history is fed back to the transmitter, a replica of the decoded GoP is reconstructed with the losses from each layer. Then, the corresponding packet loss is computed directly from the ACK history to estimate the channel distortion effects on each video layer.
B. MAC-Layer Modeling From a Cross-Layer Perspective
The average length of M/G/1 queue q k t,r is given by [7] 
where 
, where s k t,r is the average size of a video frame in temporal layer t of the r th quality layer, N k is the number of frames in a GoP and f k is the frame rate of stream k. n k t,r is the number of frames in the t th temporal layer of each quality layer, which can be derived from [12] 
Based on the Little theorem [7] , the average waiting time in each queue is
is the average queue length in the presence of packet loss ratio ρ k t,r in q k t,r . Therefore, substituting (2) 
where W and ρ are used to denote W k t,r and ρ k t,r , respectively.
C. Delay Requirements to Data Rate Transformation
We estimate the maximum delay tolerance W k max in the next section, which puts an upper-bound on the delay experienced by stream k. However, in order to transform this QoS constraint into a cross-layer constraint, using an M/G/1 queuing model, Proposition 2 formulates a relationship between the average scheduled effective data rate of each user k and W 
where B is the bandwidth of each RB, t s is the scheduling slot duration and S is the size of each packet. λ k and ρ k are the average arrival rate and packet loss ratio at q k .
is the upper bound on the achievable service rate for user k over RB l, where h k l is the channel fading coefficient and σ 2 denotes the noise power.
Proof: The proof extends from [6] .
III. VIDEO ADAPTATION AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION
In this section we first formulate the video adaptation as a QoE-constrained queuing delay minimization problem. We derive the optimal packet loss ratio and service rate which minimize the queuing delay and adapt the stream based on the QoE constraint. We then formulate the cross-layer RA problem as a power minimization problem under the delay constraint derived in the video adaptation phase.
A. Optimization-Based Video Adaptation/Scheduling
The objective is to maximize capacity, which we define as the number of concurrent streams that can be served while meeting each stream's QoE and delay requirements. We achieve this aim by minimizing the average queuing delay of each stream, and hence decreasing the queue length in the buffer. This in turn provides a lower bit-rate version of the stream by dropping packets, subject to minimum QoE and maximum decoding deadline constraints at all VQs.
The objective function (6) minimizes the average queuing delay of video streams. Constraint (6a) ensures that the average waiting time in each VQ does not exceed the respective average expiry time (decoding deadline) W k max,t,r . The average expiry time of packets in q k t,r can be adequately approximated by W k max,t,r ≈ 1 f k [13] . Constraint (6b) means that QoE reduction at stream k does not exceed D k max , which is the maximum allowable degradation in the QoE of the stream (decided by operator). In ABR streaming, the requested video rate is adapted to the user's TCP throughput. Therefore, (6c) ensures that sum of the average service rates of stream k's VQs is upper-bounded by the end-user's TCP throughput C k .
B. Power-Efficient Delay-Constrained Resource Allocation
We deploy the cross-layer RA problem in [6] . It targets to minimize the power transmitted from the base station (BS) to K users while satisfying the delay limitation of each stream derived in Section III-A. The RA problem is formulated as Algorithm 1. Proposed video adaptation/ scheduling algorithm 1: Given K streams with properties T k , R k , f k , N k , λ k and maximum allowable QoE degradation D k max ; 2: Use Monte Carlo simulations to estimate D(ρ k t,r ) for each stream k for 0 ≤ ρ k t,r ≤ 1, ∀t ∈ T, ∀r ∈ R; 3: Solve (6) to find the optimal packet loss ratio ρ * k t,r of stream k's temporal/quality layers which produces a lower-rate stream based on D k max ; 4: Obtain the optimal queuing delay W * k t,r from (6), which takes the QoE requirements and decoding deadlines of temporal/quality layers of each stream k into account; 5: Calculate the maximum delay tolerance
and optimal ρ * k for stream k; 6: Transform (7d) to a cross-layer constraint using (5); 7: Solve (7) to derive the optimal power P * k l and RB assignment x * k l under maximum delay tolerance constraint;
The objective of the optimization problem in (7) is power and RB allocation in order to minimize the total transmit power in the downlink. P max in (7a) puts an upper limit on the average total available power at the BS. (7b) and (7c) indicate that each RB can be allocated to one receiver exclusively. We use binary variables x k l to represent the RB assignment. (7d) expresses the delay limitation of stream k. W k max is the maximum delay tolerance for the k th stream, where
is the optimal solution of problem (6) A summary of our algorithm is provided in Algorithm 1.
IV. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In this letter video coding is performed by JSVM 9.19.15. The video sequences "city" (bit-rate ∼ 450 kbps) and "foreman" (bit-rate ∼ 400 kbps) are used in the simulations. The maximum frame rate is 30 fps and the number of temporal layers and quality enhancement layers are both set to 4. Using the method in Section II-A, we estimate the loss visibility of packets from each video layer. Fig. 2a shows the QoE reduction of "city" sequence (which involves more background motion) when a uniform packet loss is applied to each layer. As shown in Fig. 2a , losses in layers with layer identifier r = 0 result in significant degradation in video quality. Due to packet scalability, quality degradation has considerably lower severity when losses occur in upper temporal/quality layers [10] .
We now consider the downlink of a single-cell OFDMA system. The bandwidth is 10 MHz (50 usable RBs per TTI). The channel model accounts for Rayleigh fading, large scale path loss and log-normal shadowing. The noise power is -174 dBm/Hz. We assume 8 uniformly distributed users with a minimum distance of 50 m from the eNodeB.
We consider two scenarios in each of which, users have different QoE requirements. In Scenario 1, "foreman" video streams are transmitted to the users and each video is adapted dynamically based on the maximum allowable QoE degradation D k max = 0.3. In Scenario 2, which has higher QoE requirements, we transmit "city" streams and set D k max to 0.1. We compare our algorithm with WSPmin [14] and VAWS [3] RA schemes. WSPmin minimizes the total transmit power with a minimum rate constraint. In VAWS, RBs are assigned to satisfy minimum rate constraint with the assumption of equal power allocation per RB. It then refines the initial uniform power allocation to ensure that minimum rate requirements are met. It repeats the previous phases to refine power allocation.
The data rate requirements for the users served by WSPmin and VAWS are randomly varying from 100 kbps to 400 kbps as multiples of 50 kbps. Fig. 2b demonstrates the CDF of sum power for different RA schemes generated over 100 iterations using MATLAB. We note that in Scenario 1, our proposed scheme outperforms both WSPmin and VAWS algorithms in terms of power efficiency by performing 17.29% better than the former and 24.7% better than the latter in 90% of the times. Likewise, in Scenario 2, compared with WSPmin and VAWS, the proposed approach results in 12.37% and 19.81% powerefficiency improvement in 90% of the times, respectively. Fig. 2c shows a comparison of the proposed approach and the widely used content delivery network (CDN)-based ABR streaming in terms of end-to-end delay using OPNET. Compared with CDN-based streaming where "foreman" videos with D k max set to 0.3 (Scenario 1) and "city" videos with D k max = 0.1 (Scenario 2) are transmitted to users, the proposed scheme decreases delay by 89.26% and 86.44%, respectively.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a queuing-based video adaptation and RA scheme for video streaming at the network edge. Our approach selectively drops packets from a video stream to produce a lower bit-rate which reduces delay and satisfies a target user QoE. We then allocate resources to meet the delay limitation of the lower rate stream. The results show that our scheme achieves significant performance improvement in terms of reducing delay and power consumption.
